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The Late Great
Planet Earth Simon
and Schuster
This book traces
Christianity's
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change from European
imperialism's moral
foundation to a
voice of political
and social change
during
decolonization.

The End of Religion
Clarendon Press
Why is religion still around
in the twenty-first century?
Why do so many still
believe? And how do
various traditions still
shape the way people
experience everything
from sexuality to politics,
whether they are religious

or not? In Why Religion?
Elaine Pagels looks to her
own life to help address
these questions. These
questions took on a new
urgency for Pagels when
dealing with unimaginable
loss—the death of her
young son, followed a year
later by the shocking loss
of her husband. Here she
interweaves a personal
story with the work that
she loves, illuminating
how, for better and worse,
religious traditions have
shaped how we
understand ourselves;

how we relate to one
another; and, most
importantly, how to get
through the most difficult
challenges we face.
Drawing upon the
perspectives of
neurologists,
anthropologists, and
historians, as well as her
own research, Pagels
opens unexpected ways of
understanding persistent
religious aspects of our
culture. A provocative and
deeply moving account
from one of the most
compelling religious
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thinkers at work today,
Why Religion? explores
the spiritual dimension of
human experience.
Simon and Schuster
The common view that
'religion' is something
quite separate from
politics, art, science, law
and economics is one that
is peculiar to modern
Western culture. In this
book Professor Lash
argues that we should
begin to question
seriously that viewpoint:
the modern world is
ending and we are now in
a position to discover

new forms of ancient
wisdom, which have been
obscured from view.
These essays explore
this idea in a number of
directions, examining the
dialogue between
theology and science, the
secularity of Western
culture and questions of
Christian hope. Part One
examines the dialogue
between Christianity and
Hinduism, while Part Two
considers the relations
between theology and
science, the secularity of
Western culture, and
questions of Christian

hope, or eschatology.
Letter to a Christian Nation
Liveright Publishing
"WHITE TOO LONG draws
on history, statistics, and
memoir to urge that white
Christians reckon with the
racism of the past and the
amnesia of the present to
restore a Christian identity free
of the taint of white
supremacy"--
The End of Empathy Harper
Collins
The Wilbur Award-winning
book Grateful is now available
in paperback and with an
updated subtitle. If gratitude is
good, why is it so hard to do?
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In Grateful, Diana Butler Bass
untangles our conflicting
understandings of gratitude and
sets the table for a renewed
practice of giving thanks. We
know that gratitude is good, but
many of us find it hard to
sustain a meaningful life of
gratefulness. Four out of five
Americans report feeling
gratitude on a regular basis, but
those private feelings seem
disconnected from larger
concerns of our public lives. In
Grateful, cultural observer and
theologian Diana Butler Bass
takes on this “gratitude gap”
and offers up surprising,
relevant, and powerful insights

to practice gratitude. Bass,
author of the award-winning
Grounded and ten other books
on spirituality and culture,
explores the transformative,
subversive power of gratitude
for our personal lives and in
communities. Using her
trademark blend of historical
research, spiritual insights, and
timely cultural observation, she
shows how we can overcome
this gap and make change in
our own lives and in the world.
With honest stories and
heartrending examples from
history and her own life, Bass
reclaims gratitude as a path to
greater connection with god,

with others, with the world, and
even with our own souls. It’s
time to embrace a more radical
practice of gratitude—the
virtue that heals us and helps us
thrive.
One Nation Under God Yale
University Press
The “marvelous” (Reza Aslan,
bestselling author of Zealot), New
York Times bestselling story of
how Christianity became the
dominant religion in the West.
How did a religion whose first
believers were twenty or so
illiterate day laborers in a remote
part of the empire became the
official religion of Rome,
converting some thirty million
people in just four centuries? In
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The Triumph of Christianity, early
Christian historian Bart D.
Ehrman weaves the rigorously-
researched answer to this question
“into a vivid, nuanced, and
enormously readable narrative”
(Elaine Pagels, National Book
Award-winning author of The
Gnostic Gospels), showing how a
handful of charismatic characters
used a brilliant social strategy and
an irresistible message to win over
hearts and minds one at a time.
This “humane, thoughtful and
intelligent” book (The New York
Times Book Review) upends the
way we think about the single
most important cultural
transformation our world has ever
seen—one that revolutionized art,
music, literature, philosophy,

ethics, economics, and law.
The Jefferson Bible
HarperCollins
"Magisterial. . . . A learned,
brilliant and enjoyable
study."—Géza Vermès,
Times Literary Supplement In
this exciting book, Paula
Fredriksen explains the variety
of New Testament images of
Jesus by exploring the ways
that the new Christian
communities interpreted his
mission and message in light of
the delay of the Kingdom he
had preached. This edition
includes an introduction
reviews the most recent
scholarship on Jesus and its

implications for both history
and theology. "Brilliant and
lucidly written, full of original
and fascinating
insights."—Reginald H. Fuller,
Journal of the American
Academy of Religion "This is a
first-rate work of a first-rate
historian."—James D. Tabor,
Journal of Religion "Fredriksen
confronts her
documents—principally the
writings of the New
Testament—as an
archaeologist would an
especially rich complex site.
With great care she
distinguishes the literary images
from historical fact. As she does
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so, she explains the images of
Jesus in terms of the strategies
and purposes of the writers
Paul, Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John."—Thomas
D’Evelyn, Christian Science
Monitor
After Jesus Before
Christianity Tyndale House
"The End of Empathy
develops a theoretical
framework capable of
explaining both the rise of
white Protestant social
concern in the latter part of
the nineteenth century and
its sudden demise at the end
of the twentieth. The theory

proceeds from the premise
that religious conviction, by
itself, is rarely sufficient to
motivate empathetic political
behavior. When believers do
act empathetically - for
example, by championing
reforms that transfer
resources or political
influence to less privileged
groups within society - it is
typically because strong
religious institutions have
compelled them to do so. For
much of American history,
mainline Protestant church
membership functioned as an
important marker of social

status - one that few upwardly
mobile citizens could afford
to go without. The
socioeconomic significance of
membership, in turn,
endowed Protestant leaders
with considerable authority
over the beliefs and actions of
their congregations. At key
junctures in U.S. history - the
Progressive Era, the New
Deal, the civil rights
movement - the nation's
informal Protestant
establishment used this
authority to mobilize rank-
and-file churchgoers on
behalf of government
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programs that increased
economic opportunity and
promoted civic inclusion.
When this pattern of religious
authority collapsed in the late
1960s - thanks to a
confluence of trends in the
labor market, higher
education, and residential
mobility - it produced a large
population of white
suburbanites who had little
reason to seek out mainline
Protestant churches or heed
their advice on the burning
social questions of the day.
The churches that flourished
in the new age of personal

autonomy were those that
preached against attempts by
government to promote a
more equitable distribution of
wealth and political
authority"--
Heaven and Hell Cambridge
University Press
The provocative and
authoritative history of the
origins of Christian America
in the New Deal era We're
often told that the United
States is, was, and always has
been a Christian nation. But
in One Nation Under God,
historian Kevin M. Kruse
reveals that the belief that

America is fundamentally and
formally Christian originated
in the 1930s. To fight the
"slavery" of FDR's New
Deal, businessmen enlisted
religious activists in a
campaign for "freedom under
God" that culminated in the
election of their ally Dwight
Eisenhower in 1952. The
new president revolutionized
the role of religion in
American politics. He
inaugurated new traditions
like the National Prayer
Breakfast, as Congress added
the phrase "under God" to
the Pledge of Allegiance and
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made "In God We Trust" the
country's first official motto.
Church membership soon
soared to an all-time high of
69 percent. Americans across
the religious and political
spectrum agreed that their
country was "one nation
under God." Provocative and
authoritative, One Nation
Under God reveals how an
unholy alliance of money,
religion, and politics created
a false origin story that
continues to define and
divide American politics to
this day.
Freeing Jesus HarperCollins

Over half of Americans believe
in a literal heaven, in a literal
hell. Most people who hold
these beliefs are Christian and
assume they are the age-old
teachings of the Bible. Ehrman
shows that eternal rewards and
punishments are found
nowhere in the Old Testament,
and are not what Jesus or his
disciples taught. He recounts
the long history of the afterlife,
ranging from The Epic of
Gilgamesh up to the writings of
Augustine, focusing especially
on the teachings of Jesus and
his early followers. Ehrman
shows that competing views
were intimately connected with

the social, cultural, and
historical worlds out of which
they emerged. -- adapted from
jacket
God Is Not Great Prometheus
Books
Selling Spirituality shows how
spirituality today functions as a
powerful commodity in the
global marketplace, promising
to soothe away the ills of
modern life whilst functioning
as a silent form of economic,
cultural and political restraint.
Why Religion? Fortress Press
An important and respected
voice for liberal American
Christianity for the past twenty
years, Bishop John Shelby
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Spong integrates his often
controversial stands on the
Bible, Jesus, theism, and
morality into an intelligible
creed that speaks to today's
thinking Christian. In this
compelling and heartfelt book,
he sounds a rousing call for a
Christianity based on critical
thought rather than blind faith,
on love rather than judgment,
and that focuses on life more
than religion.
A Rhythm of Prayer Courier
Corporation
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER ‧ For the
weary, the angry, the
anxious, and the hopeful,

this collection of moving,
tender prayers offers rest,
joyful resistance, and a call to
act, written by Barbara
Brown Taylor, Amena
Brown, Nadia Bolz-Weber,
and other artists and
thinkers, curated by the
author Glennon Doyle calls
“my favorite faith writer.”
It’s no secret that we are
overworked, overpressured,
and edging burnout.
Unsurprisingly, this fact is as
old as time—and that’s
why we see so many prayer
circles within a multitude of
church traditions. These

gatherings are a trusted space
where people seek help,
hope, and peace, energized
by God and one another.
This book, curated by
acclaimed author Sarah
Bessey, celebrates and honors
that prayerful tradition in a
literary form. A companion
for all who feel the immense
joys and challenges of the
journey of faith, this
collection of prayers says it all
aloud, giving readers
permission to recognize the
weight of all they carry.
These writings also offer a
broadened imagination of
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hope—of what can be
restored and made new.
Each prayer is an original
piece of writing, with new
essays by Sarah Bessey
throughout. Encompassing
the full breadth of the
emotional landscape, these
deeply tender yet subversive
prayers give readers an
intimate look at the diverse
language and shapes of
prayer.
Jesus and John Wayne: How
White Evangelicals
Corrupted a Faith and
Fractured a Nation
HarperOne

Diana Butler Bass, one of
contemporary
Christianity’s leading trend-
spotters, exposes how the
failings of the church today
are giving rise to a new
“spiritual but not
religious” movement. Using
evidence from the latest
national polls and from her
own cutting-edge research,
Bass, the visionary author of
A People’s History of
Christianity, continues the
conversation began in books
like Brian D. McLaren’s A
New Kind of Christianity
and Harvey Cox’s The

Future of Faith, examining
the connections—and the
divisions—between theology,
practice, and community that
Christians experience today.
Bass’s clearly worded,
powerful, and probing
Christianity After Religion is
required reading for anyone
invested in the future of
Christianity.
Grounded Harper Collins
Christianity After
ReligionHarper Collins
White Too Long Simon and
Schuster
A provocative and
contrarian religious history
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that charts the rise of
Christianity from the point of
view of traditional” religion
from the religious scholar
and critically acclaimed
author of Augustine. Pagans
explores the rise of
Christianity from a surprising
and unique viewpoint: that of
the people who witnessed
their ways of life destroyed by
what seemed then a powerful
religious cult. These
“pagans” were actually
pious Greeks, Romans,
Syrians, and Gauls who
observed the traditions of
their ancestors. To these

devout polytheists, Christians
who worshipped only one
deity were immoral atheists
who believed that a splash of
water on the deathbed could
erase a lifetime of sin.
Religious scholar James J.
O’Donnell takes us on a
lively tour of the Ancient
Roman world through the
fourth century CE, when
Romans of every nationality,
social class, and religious
preference found their world
suddenly constrained by
rulers who preferred a
strange new god. Some
joined this new cult, while

others denied its power,
erroneously believing it was
little more than a passing fad.
In Pagans, O’Donnell
brings to life various pagan
rites and essential features of
Roman religion and life,
offers fresh portraits of iconic
historical figures, including
Constantine, Julian, and
Augustine, and explores
important themes—Rome
versus the east, civilization
versus barbarism, plurality
versus unity, rich versus poor,
and tradition versus
innovation—in this startling
account.
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The Immortality Key Ulysses Press
For too long, the history of
Christianity has been told as the
triumph of orthodox doctrine
imposed through power and
hierarchy. In A People's History
of Christianity, historian and
religion expert Diana Butler Bass
reveals an alternate history that
includes a deep social ethic and
far-reaching inclusivity: "the
other side of the story" is not a
modern phenomenon, but has
always been practiced within the
church. Butler Bass persuasively
argues that corrective—even
subversive—beliefs and practices
have always been hallmarks of
Christianity and are necessary to
nourish communities of faith. In
the same spirit as Howard Zinn's

groundbreaking work The People's
History of the United States,
Butler Bass's A People's History of
Christianity brings to life the
movements, personalities, and
spiritual disciplines that have
always informed and ignited
Christian worship and social
activism. A People's History of
Christianity authenticates the
vital, emerging Christian
movements of our time, providing
the historical evidence that
celebrates these movements as
thoroughly Christian and faithful
to the mission and message of
Jesus.
Decolonizing Christianity
Alfred a Knopf Incorporated
The award-winning author of
Grateful goes beyond the

culture wars to offer a refreshing
take on the comprehensive,
multi-faceted nature of Jesus,
keeping his teachings relevant
and alive in our daily lives.
How can you still be a
Christian? This is the most
common question Diana Butler
Bass is asked today. It is a
question that many believers
ponder as they wrestle with
disappointment and
disillusionment in their church
and its leadership. But while
many Christians have left their
churches, they cannot leave
their faith behind. In Freeing
Jesus, Bass challenges the idea
that Jesus can only be
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understood in static, one-
dimensional ways and asks us to
instead consider a life where
Jesus grows with us and helps
us through life’s challenges in
several capacities: as Friend,
Teacher, Savior, Lord, Way,
and Presence. Freeing Jesus is
an invitation to leave the
religious wars behind and
rediscover Jesus in all his many
manifestations, to experience
Jesus beyond the narrow
confines we have built around
him. It renews our hope in faith
and worship at a time when we
need it most.
Pagans Convergent Books
William Lobdell's journey of

faith—and doubt—may be the
most compelling spiritual memoir
of our time. Lobdell became a
born-again Christian in his late
20s when personal
problems—including a failed
marriage—drove him to his knees
in prayer. As a newly minted
evangelical, Lobdell—a veteran
journalist—noticed that religion
wasn't covered well in the
mainstream media, and he prayed
for the Lord to put him on the
religion beat at a major
newspaper. In 1998, his prayers
were answered when the Los
Angeles Times asked him to write
about faith. Yet what happened
over the next eight years was a
roller-coaster of inspiration,
confusion, doubt, and soul-

searching as his reporting and
experiences slowly chipped away
at his faith. While reporting on
hundreds of stories, he witnessed a
disturbing gap between the tenets
of various religions and the
behaviors of the faithful and their
leaders. He investigated religious
institutions that acted less ethically
than corrupt Wall St. firms. He
found few differences between the
morals of Christians and atheists.
As this evidence piled up, he
started to fear that God didn't
exist. He explored every doubt,
every question—until, finally, his
faith collapsed. After the paper
agreed to reassign him, he wrote a
personal essay in the summer of
2007 that became an international
sensation for its honest exploration
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of doubt. Losing My Religion is a
book about life's deepest questions
that speaks to everyone: Lobdell
understands the longings and
satisfactions of the faithful, as well
as the unrelenting power of doubt.
How he faced that power, and
wrestled with it, is must reading
for people of faith and
nonbelievers alike.
The Meaning and End of
Religion Psychology Press
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER The “paradigm-
influencing” book (Christianity
Today) that is fundamentally
transforming our understanding
of white evangelicalism in
America. Jesus and John Wayne
is a sweeping, revisionist history
of the last seventy-five years of

white evangelicalism, revealing
how evangelicals have worked to
replace the Jesus of the Gospels
with an idol of rugged masculinity
and Christian nationalism—or in
the words of one modern
chaplain, with “a spiritual
badass.” As acclaimed scholar
Kristin Du Mez explains, the key
to understanding this
transformation is to recognize the
centrality of popular culture in
contemporary American
evangelicalism. Many of today’s
evangelicals might not be
theologically astute, but they know
their VeggieTales, they’ve read
John Eldredge’s Wild at Heart,
and they learned about purity
before they learned about
sex—and they have a silver ring to

prove it. Evangelical books, films,
music, clothing, and merchandise
shape the beliefs of millions. And
evangelical culture is teeming with
muscular heroes—mythical
warriors and rugged soldiers, men
like Oliver North, Ronald
Reagan, Mel Gibson, and the
Duck Dynasty clan, who assert
white masculine power in defense
of “Christian America.” Chief
among these evangelical legends is
John Wayne, an icon of a lost time
when men were uncowed by
political correctness, unafraid to
tell it like it was, and did what
needed to be done. Challenging
the commonly held assumption
that the “moral majority”
backed Donald Trump in 2016
and 2020 for purely pragmatic
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reasons, Du Mez reveals that
Trump in fact represented the
fulfillment, rather than the
betrayal, of white evangelicals’
most deeply held values:
patriarchy, authoritarian rule,
aggressive foreign policy, fear of
Islam, ambivalence toward
#MeToo, and opposition to Black
Lives Matter and the LGBTQ
community. A much-needed
reexamination of perhaps the
most influential subculture in this
country, Jesus and John Wayne
shows that, far from adhering to
biblical principles, modern white
evangelicals have remade their
faith, with enduring consequences
for all Americans.
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